Making a mixed
system work
According to no-till farmer Adrian Drum, combining a livestock operation with a modern cropping enterprise
requires careful forward planning, but he said it can be done.
While he sees himself predominantly as a grain grower, Adrian also produces wool and prime lambs from a
relatively small mob of Dohne sheep on his Banyena farm.

Diversity
Adrian said that while including livestock
as part of his operation they did, at
times, make things harder. There were
benefits from retaining “a bit of diversity”
and sheep did provide another income
source that shouldn’t be underestimated.
“I love no-till but I do have concerns
about an increasing ryegrass problem,”
he said.
“There are purists who won’t do hay,
won’t run sheep and refuse to do
anything but crop and throw more
chemical at it, but history shows that
anything that relies on only one tool in
the box generally fails.”
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Adrian said while his Dohnes currently
produced less wool than his Merinos, he
thought they could be pushed further,
had high lambing percentages and
better survival rates.
“They are tougher and have more meat
on their bodies,” he said.
“All the weathers are sold as fat lambs
and the ewes have lots of twins and even
manage to keep triplets alive.”

Flexible approach
To accommodate the nutritional needs
of his sheep Adrian sows around 100ha
of vetch each year and allows his stock to
graze his smaller paddocks and around
house yards on his farm.
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“The shearers have their run too so we
need to fit in with them,” Adrian said.
As an avid believer in the benefits of
keeping stubble standing, Adrian keeps
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With only a small percentage of the farm
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“There is always a bit of conflict,” he said.
“Some say sheep and stubble don’t
go together. I try to keep the stubble
standing so I run the sheep light and
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problems were out there but farmers
needed to ask.
“Having others to talk to and learn from
gives you more confidence to tackle it
on your own,” he said.
And irrespective of whether or not a
farmer ran stock Adrian said he held
high the no-till philosophy.
“It keeps the wind erosion at bay,
improves water use efficiency and the
soil,” he said.
“But you also need to consider balance.
“I’m not sure if stock complements the
system, it’s more of a juggle really. It
would be easier to be only cropping
from a management perspective but
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